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SIMON SCHUSTER, United States, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. In the tradition of Paranormal Activity and The Blair Witch Project, an American teen
recounts the strange events that occur after she moves into a new--and very haunted--home with
her family in this chilling diary that features photos and images of what she experienced. Letters,
photographs, and a journal.all left behind in the harrowing aftermath. Following her parents highprofile divorce, Paige and her brother are forced to move to Idaho with their mother, and Paige
doesn t have very high hopes for her new life. The small town they ve moved to is nothing
compared to the life she left behind in LA. And the situation is made even worse by the drafty old
mansion they ve rented that s filled with spiders and plenty of other pests that Paige can t even bear
to imagine. Pretty soon, strange things start to happen around the house--one can of ravioli
becomes a dozen, unreadable words start appearing on the walls, and Paige s little brother begins
roaming the house late at night. And there s something not right about the downstairs neighbor
who seems to know a...
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Reviews
A high quality book as well as the font applied was exciting to read through. This can be for all those who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I
discovered this ebook from my i and dad recommended this ebook to find out.
-- Mr . Monser r a t Wieg a nd
The book is fantastic and great. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge I am just easily will get a enjoyment of looking at a composed publication.
-- B r a dley Ha hn
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